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Increase operational efficiency using a solution that automates the entire lending process. Seamlessly navigate
through every step of your consumer and commercial loan application process with ease. Remove the everyday
burdens of regulatory compliance, complex calculations and redundant data entry, while providing consistent,
uniform underwriting decisions tailored specifically to your loan policy. With ArgoKeys LendingKeys, you’ll save
time, reduce errors, and be free to focus on providing your customers with a higher level of service they deserve.

Expect Better Returns and Flexibility From Your Lending Process
ArgoKeys® LendingKeys™ transforms the lending process by automating routine tasks like needs analysis,
underwriting, decisioning, closing, document preparation, and host booking. With LendingKeys, your lenders can tailor
the entire loan process according to your institution’s polices and underwriting guidelines, creating greater lending
efficiency in every area of your operations. Whether your institution is centralized or decentralized, when coupled with
deposits you can customize and configure your system to create universal workstations to fit any need.
LendingKeys includes both direct and indirect consumer loans as well as business and mortgage lending, building
a familiar, easy-to-use platform that increases capture rates and expedites loan processing. Each category has
powerful, intuitive tools that automate business processes and provide business rule management to reduce errors
and compliance concerns from the front-line lenders.

Take Advantage of Full Integration
This execution-ready, enterprise-wide solution is based on proven best-of-breed technology and is fully integrated
with the Jack Henry Banking® SilverLake System® core processing platform.
LendingKeys eliminates the need for multiple lending solution by combining mortgage, home equity, consumer and
business lending into one fully customizable solution.
LendingKeys is fully integrated with Synergy eSign™ and Wolters Kluwer dynamic document Expere solution
containing functionality to eliminate the time and resources required to scan, copy, and file paper documents. The
solution maps more than 10,000 data points in order to automate and customize your forms solution, keeping you
in compliance of every major type of transaction – from business line of credits to personal mortgages.
With LendingKeys, you can even inject loan applications remotely through third parties or your bank’s internet
site. Through Jack Henry Banking’s Branch Anywhere™ solution, LendingKeys offers origination and end-to-end
fulfillment to meet your mobile needs in both commercial and consumer lending. These features are fully capable of
being extended to direct internet loan application submissions.

Single point-of-entry eliminates rekeying and duplicate processes
(host upload, forms creation, etc.).
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Take Charge of Consumer Lending
LendingKeys’ Consumer Lending automates every phase of the lending process, providing an end-to-end solution
that eliminates lost paperwork, incomplete tasks, and miscommunication. The solution promotes regulatory
compliance through legally warranted documentation, an audited transaction history, support for HMDA data
collection and FACT Act, Integrated Disclosures and ECOA compliance.
With LendingKeys, you can take a leading edge in today’s highly competitive consumer lending market.
LendingKeys transforms the historically time-consuming and inefficient aspects of the loan process with features
and functionality that respond directly to current market-driven demands while helping you mitigate portfolio risk.
This solution provides point-of-sale consumer lending tools that will empower your branch staff to relate to
customer needs, select the right products, give online presentations, and expedite loan requests.

Get More Out of Business Lending
The business side of LendingKeys streamlines the entire lending process, drastically reducing the amount of time it
takes to process loans while cutting out potential errors at every step. LendingKeys integrates underwriting rules
and criteria that take into consideration consolidated analysis of business and personal financial statements. With
LendingKeys’ business lending functionality, you can maximize the profit potential of your business customers by
performing financial analysis ratios, global cash flow, debt service coverage, and rate stress testing. Configurable,
event-driven queuing and routing drives consistent processes enterprise-wide, eliminating many of the manual
processes that might burden your bank.
LendingKeys supports numerous business products, including secured/unsecured operating lines of credit, working
capital secured by equipment/accounts receivable, accounts receivable/inventory financing, equipment term loans,
real estate acquisition, and construction and development. Loan types include fixed and adjustable rate notes,
installment/term, and open-end and closed-end lines of credit. Payment types include amortized, interest-only,
balloon, and principal plus interest.

Experience Worry-Free Compliance
LendingKeys is a complete worry-free compliance solution for banks looking for assistance complying in a highly
scrutinized regulatory environment. LendingKeys offers end-to-end solutions for Regulation Z, including HMDA
(data collection to reporting), TRID (tracked fee tolerances, redisclosures and change in circumstance), Ability to
Repay and Fair Lending to name a few.

LendingKeys includes both direct and indirect consumer loans as well as
business and mortgage lending, building a familiar, easy-to-use platform
that increases capture rates and expedites loan processing.
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Outstanding Features and Functions
•

Provides sales tools that enhance customers’ active participation in
the sales process such as product presentations/comparisons and a
what if calculator.

•

Promotes proactive cross selling through product companion
functionality.

Key Benefits To Your Bank

•

Offers product recommendations and available service options
during account opening.

• Increase productivity

•

Integrates with the Synergy eSign module, providing the ability to
digitally capture legally binding signatures and permanently and
securely embed them into auto-indexed PDF files.

• Automate processes
• Improve operations
• Reduce training time and errors

•

Provides for direct third-party loan submission and inquiry through
integration with Branch Anywhere and other online consumers.

•

Produces an automated, end-to-end process flow from the
initial customer contact to the application/ disclosure phase, the underwriting phase, and the closing/
documentation/booking of the sale.

•

Provides regulatory guidance from applicability to document automation.

•

Calculates key ratios such as loan to value, net worth, and debt to income automatically.

•

Has access to complimentary services such as auto- decisioning, credit bureau reporting, HMDA reporting
and many others.

•

Eliminates the need to stock preprinted forms such as loan applications and lending disclosures.

•

Fully configurable required fields so you can tailor the loan application process to the needs of your bank.

•

Regulatory and compliance checks are performed throughout the loan process to ensure that all required
forms are prefilled and printed.

•

Maintains a comprehensive audit trail of all actions taken, when and by whom, throughout the
lending process.

•

Fully configurable user profiles and lending policies to fit your needs.

•

Decreases time to book through online data fill.

•

Disbursement feature provides the ability to record the loan transaction directly to the host system
eliminating the need to run G/L tickets.
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ArgoKeys Branch Sales Automation™
Regulatory
Compliance

Loan
Documentation

Customization

Automation

Accurate TRID disclosures
with included fee tolerance
and redisclosure tracking

Compliance assurance
backed by an
industry-leading guarantee

Self-defined customization
based on countless
adminstrative parameters

Create a custom workflow
process suited to your
policies and procedures

A complete HMDA data
point collection and
reporting solution

Dynamic document
solution eliminating
cumbersome and
repetative data entry

Automated decisioning
tailored to Consumer and
Commerical Loan Policy

Integrated Calculation
Provider for complex loan
payments, percentages,
and ratios

Robust library of MISMO
Compliant Mortgage
Documents & Disclosures

e-Sign ready

Configure user profiles
according to specific
role responsibilities

USeamless transmission
of loan data to
SilverLake System®

Customer Due Dilligence,
Fair & Equal Credit, MLA

MISMO-compliant
XML structure

Determine user security,
lending limits, and
controls based on your
institution’s needs

Eliminate cumbersome
repetitive manual processes
with one-time configuration
of products and policies

Automated regulatory
applicability checks based
on loan characteristics

Fully configurable
and customizable

Endless configurations
across multiple
lending channels

Instant loan decisions
based upon your predetermined sets of criteria

For more information, visit jackhenry.com/lending, or contact us.
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